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 ZA09001 INTRODUCTION 
001a BI09101 Record mode of delivery (Wave 2 only). 

1    Telephone 
2    Face-to-face interview 
3    Self-completion on internet 

001b date Record date of interview: __/__/_____ 
002a state Derived variable: State/ Territory 
002b BI09082 Derived variable: 6M anchor - 6 months ago 
002c BI09083 Derived variable: 12M anchor - 12 months ago 
003a BI09201 Ask all. 

Hello, my name is [interviewer name].   
I am working for <insert ACCHS> on a research Project called Talking About the Smokes. 

003b BI09260 This health service is working with Menzies School of Health research to talk with Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
people about their smoking and quitting stories.  
We will be talking with people who smoke and people who do not smoke, or have quit smoking, using a survey. 

003c BI09262 This Project will gather information from over 3000 Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people.  
This information will help us to understand what works to help reduce smoking for [our/Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander] people. It may be used to plan programs that help Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people to quit smoking.  
This will improve the health of people in this community and in communities around Australia. 

003d BI09268 I need to ask you some questions first to find out if your can take part in this Project.  
Would you be prepared to answer these questions to see if you are eligible? 

1    Yes 
2    No 

004a DE09732 Do you usually live in [Response to q1d]? 
1    Yes 
2    No 

Where usual resident is defined as living in location for 6 of last 12 months 
004b DE09731 Postcode of residence: 
005 DE09509 Ask all. 

Do you identify as: 
1    Aboriginal 
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2    Torres Strait Islander 
3    Both Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
4    Neither Aboriginal not Torres Strait Islander 
5    Refused 

If response=4 or 5, go to 006a/BI470. 
006a BI09470 I’m sorry, but that is an important question that will help us to figure out what questions in the survey we can skip. Are 

you happy to answer this question? 
1    Yes 
2    No 

006b DE09244 Ask all. 
I mentioned that we are completing this Project in partnership with [insert ACCHS]. 
Do you work for [insert ACCHS]? 

 
8    Refused 

007 FR09310 Ask all. 
Do you consider yourself to be: 

1    A smoker (including 'social smoker' or occasional smoker) 
2    An ex-smoker 
3    Someone who has never smoked, or never smoked regularly 
8    Refused 

Never smoker or never smoked regularly = less than 100 cigarettes in lifetime. 
When we say smokes, we mean all types of tobacco. This includes cigarettes, pipes and cigars 
If response=1 or 3, go to 010a/BI240. 
If response=2, go 008a/QA441. 

008a QA09441a You mentioned you are an ex-smoker. How long ago did you quit smoking? 
 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

Record response (days): 
If response=8 or 9, go to 009/QA447. 
Otherwise, go to 010a/BI240. 

008b QA09441b Record response (weeks): 
008c QA09441c Record response (months): 
008d QA09441g Record response (years): 
008e QA09442v Derived variable -- Number of days since most recent quit attempt started. 
009 QA09447 Is that: 

1    One month or less ago 
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2    More than one month and up to six months ago 
3    More than six months and up to one year ago 
4    More than one year ago 
8    Refused 

Less than 6 months: that is, since <BI082>. 
Less than 12 months: that is, since <BI083>. 
If response=8, go to 006a/BI470. 

010a BI09240 *** DATA USER: INSTEAD OF 010a/BI240, USE DERIVED 010b/GENDER VARIABLE, SHOWN NEXT*** 
 Ask all. 

Record sex -- Ask only if unsure. 
1    Male 
2    Female 

010b GENDER Derived gender variable, to be derived by analysts for cross-country consistency. 
New variable ‘gender’ replaces ‘sex’ in the core dataset. 

010c BI09404 Derived variable -- Eligible for quota by sex 
1    Yes 
2    No 

If quota met, thank participant and cease survey 
011a birthYr Ask all. 

Date of birth?  ____/____/19___ 
(NB Just year is enough if not sure of birthday, if unable to answer, estimate in categories below. Must be 18 years or older 
to participate in this survey). 

011b Age Age _____ 
Answer must be 0 or greater: 

012a BI09270a Are you happy to spend up to 40 minutes with us to answer this survey? We will give you a $20 voucher if you finish the 
survey, to thank you for the time taken to talk with us. 

1    Yes 
2    No 

If response=2, go to 013/BI901. 
012b BI09270b Do you agree that your survey answers can be used by this Project, as explained? 
012c BI09270c If you choose to participate, we will need to get your signed consent to collect and use this information as explained. 

Do you understand the information that I have given you, as listed on this Consent Form? 
Answer any questions here. Then ask again if the information is understood. Proceed when clear. 
Ensure all boxes for Question 1 of Consent Form A are ticked 

012d BI09270d If you are happy to continue, please sign this Consent Form, which will be kept safely at Menzies as a record of what we 
have discussed. 

1    Yes - consent form signed and dated by participant 
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2    No - consent form not signed 
012e BI09270e 1    Yes - signed and dated by team member 

2    No -- unable to complete 
Ask witness to sign and date Question 6 of Consent form A 

012f BI09270f 1    Yes -- Question 7 checked (response=yes) 
2    No - not checked (response=no) 

Sign and date the Team Member section of Consent Form A 
012g BI09270g At the end of the survey, some people will be asked to take part in the Project again in a year’s time. You can choose to say 

no to this. 
If you agree to do the survey again and we have trouble re-contacting you next year, would you be happy for us to talk 
to <insert ACCHS> about how we could best reach you? NB. This would not involve looking at health records, only 
contact details. 

1    Yes 
2    No 

012h BI09270h Derived variable -- Informed consent complete: 
012i DispKey Derived variable -- reason for ineligibility: (Select all that apply) 

1    No consent/ declined participation 
2    Not identified as an Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander person 
3    Not a usual resident 
4    Age less than 18 
5    Current employment by ACCHS 
6    Quota in this age, sex or smoking category already met 
7    Poor mental or physical health at time of survey completion (including intoxication) 
8    Unable to complete the survey in English language (where no interpreter available in preferred language) 
9    NA - Eligible 

013 BI09901 Ask if QNU/BI425=2. 
I’m sorry, but this means that I am unable to continue with the survey. 

Terminate call. 
014 fName Please record from consent form -- ask only if unsure  

First Name (smoker cohort only). 
015 lName Please record from consent form -- ask only if unsure. 

Last Name (smoker cohort only). 
016 BI09255 Ask all. 

The survey will take about [20/40] minutes. 
017 ET09601 Ask all. 

First a little bit about work. 
Are you currently employed for pay? 
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1    Yes 
2    No, looking for work (unemployed) 
3    No, and not looking for work (not in labour force) 
8    Refused 

Note: If the respondent has a job that they were away from because they were sick or on holidays, refer to that job 
If response=1, go to QNU/ET602. 
Otherwise, go to 019a/BI338. 

018a ET09604 Do you work full time or part time? 
1    Full time 
2    Part time 
8    Refused 

018b ET09606 Ask if 018a/ET604=2. 
How many hours do you work each week? 

Answer must be 1 or greater: 
  
If somebody says 'it varies,' please write the average amount. Eg if varies from 10-20hrs per week, write 15. 

019a BI09338 We will now start to talk about smokes. When we say smokes, we mean all types of tobacco. This includes cigarettes, pipes 
and cigars. 

Have you smoked any type of tobacco at all in the last year? 
1    Yes 
2    No 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

If response=2, go to 022a/BI345. 
If response=8 or 9, go to 020a/FR307. 
Otherwise, go to 019b/BI339. 

019b BI09339 Have you smoked any type of tobacco at all in the last month? 
 
8    Refused 

020a FR09307 Do you currently smoke: 
1    Every day (or nearly every day) 
2    At least weekly 
3    Less often than weekly, but at least monthly 
4    Occasionally (less than monthly); or 
5    Not at all 

If response=1, 2, 3 or 5 and smoking status=1, go to Current Smoker section. 
If response=1, 2, 3 or 5 and smoking status=3-8, go to 022a/BI345. 
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020b FR09309v Derived Variable: 
1    Daily smoker ([FR310/[var]]=1 and FR209=1)  
2    Weekly smoker ([FR310/[var]]=1 and FR209=2)  
3    Monthly Smoker ([FR310/[var]]=1 and FR209=3)  
4    Ex-smoker with quit dat <=30 days ago ([FR310/[var]=2 and QA442v<=30.44) 
5    Ex-smoker with quit >30 days an <=6 months ago ([FR310/[var]=2 and QA442v>30.44 and <=182.64) 
6    Ex-smoker with quit date more than 6 months an <=12 months ago ([FR310/[var]=2 and QA442v>182.64 and 
<=365.28) 
7    Ex-smoker with quite date > 12 months ago ([FR310/[var]=2 and QA442v>365.28) 
8    Non-smoker ([FR310/[var]=3) 
9    Self-defined smoker who has not smoked in the last month ([FR310/[var]]=1 and (BI338=2 OR (BI339=2 and 
FR209=4-5))) 

021 FR09214 Ask if 020a/FR307=3. 
Read responses 

When you do smoke, do you usually smoke: 
1    No more than 1 cigarette 
2    Just a few (2-5) 
3    Up to half a pack 
4    Half to one pack 
5    More than one pack 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

When we say smokes, we mean all types of tobacco. This includes cigarettes, pipes and cigars 
022a BI09345 Ask all. 

Have you smoked 100 or more cigarettes (in total) over your lifetime? 
1    Yes 
2    No, never smoked 
3    No, have not smoked more than 100 cigarettes (over lifetime) 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

022b FR09113 Ask if 020b/FR309v=1-6. 
What age were you when you smoked your first full cigarette? 
(Enter number in years) 

When we say smokes, we mean all types of tobacco. This includes cigarettes, pipes and cigars 
023a FR09326 Ask if 020b/FR309v=1-3. 

Select all that apply. 
We are interested in what type of tobacco you smoke. You may have more than one answer here. 
Do you smoke factory-made cigarettes, roll your owns, cigars, pipe or another type of tobacco? 
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Factory-made cigarettes 
Note that other could include marijuana if smoked with tobacco. We will focus on the tobacco part of this. This would be 
categorized as other not roll your own (even if roll your own) 

023b FR09324 Roll-your-own cigarettes 
023c ST09310 Cigars. 
023d ST09316 Pipe. 
023e ST09337 Other (specify below). 
023f ST09337o What other type: ____________________________ 
024 FR09333 Ask if more than one of 023a/FR326-ST337=1. 

Do you mainly smoke: 
1    Mainly factory-made 
2    Mainly hand-rolled - tobacco leaf 
3    Mainly cigars 
4    Mainly pipe 
5    About the same of each type mentioned 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

025 FR09434 Ask if 020b/FR309v=1. 
Read out response options. 
Thinking about how much you smoke. 

How much does the amount you smoke vary from day-to-day? Would you say: 
1    I smoke pretty much the same number each day 
2    It varies somewhat 
3    It varies a lot 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

Note: “It varies”  may be according to situation 
If response=1, go to 028/FR216. 
Otherwise, go to QNU/FR435. 

026 FR09436 Ask if 025/FR434=2-3. 
I’m interested in the most and least that you smoke. 
First what would be the most you would smoke in a day? 

Enter number of smokes 
Most: ___ per day 
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7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

N.B. We are interested in all forms of tobacco, including cigarettes, pipes and cigars 
027 FR09438 And what would be the least you would smoke in a day? 

Enter number of smokes 
Least: ___ per day 

 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

N.B. We are interested in all forms of tobacco, including cigarettes, pipes and cigars 
028 FR09216 Ask if 020b/FR309v=1. 

About how many smokes do you smoke each day? 
Enter total number of smokes:___ per day 

 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

N.B. We are interested in all forms of tobacco, including cigarettes, pipes and cigars 
Go to Smoking Behaviour (039a/SB020). 

029 FR09228 Ask if 020b/FR309v=2-3. 
About how many days per week or month do you smoke? 

Enter average number of days:___ per week 
 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

030 FR09229 Ask if 020b/FR309v=2-3. 
About how many days per week or month do you smoke? 

Enter average number of days:___ per month 
 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

031 FR09217 Ask if 020b/FR309v=2-3. 
On days when you smoke, about how much would you smoke? 

Enter total number of smokes:___ per day 
 
8    Refused 
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9    Don't know 
Go to 040/SB031. 

032a FR09501 Ask if 020b/FR309v=4-6. 
Read out response options.  Select all that apply. 
We are interested in what type of tobacco you smoked. You may have more than one answer here. 
Did you smoke factory-made cigarettes, roll your owns, cigars, pipe or something else (What)? 

Factory-made cigarettes 
Note that other could include marijuana if smoked with tobacco. We will focus on the tobacco part of this. This would be 
categorized as other not roll your own (even if roll your own) 

032b HI09011 Roll-your-own cigarettes 
032c HI09211 Cigars. 
032d HI09212 Pipe. 
032e HI09215 Other (specify below). 
032f HI09215o What other type: ____________________________ 
033a QA09643 Ask if 020b/FR309v=4-6. 

In the time before you quit about how much were you smoking? 
Enter number of smokes: ___ per day 

 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

N.B. We are interested in all forms of tobacco, including cigarettes, pipes and cigars 
033b QA09644 Enter number of smokes: ___ per week 
034 FR09121 In the past, were you ever a daily smoker? 

1    Yes 
2    No 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

035 FR09122d Ask if 034/FR121=1. 
For about how many years did you smoke every day (or nearly every day)? 

 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

Record number______(years) 
036 QA09701 Ask if 020b/FR309v=5 or 6. 

You mentioned that you stopped smoking <insert time from QA442v> ago. 
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Have you smoked at all, even a puff, in the last month? 
1    Yes 
2    No 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

Note this does not include passive smoking 
037 QA09706 Ask if 036/QA701=1. 

Read out response options. 
Was this a slip-up or are you still allowing yourself the occasional smoke? 

1    Slip up 
2    Allowing an occasional smoke 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

038 QA09711 Ask if 037/QA706=2. 
Read out response options. 

How often have you allowed yourself a smoke? Would it be . . . 
1    Daily 
2    Less than daily, but at least once a week 
3    Less than weekly, but at least once a month 
4    Less than monthly 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

039a SB09020 Ask if 020b/FR309v=1. 
How soon after waking do you usually have your first smoke? 

1    Minutes 
2    Hours 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

Enter choice of time units, or a non-response code. 
039b SB09021a (number of minutes) 

For >90 minutes, use hours field. 
039c SB09021b (number of hours) 

Must be less than 24 hours. 
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039d SB09013v (Derived variable -- composite: total min to first cig, category) 
0    More than 60 min 
1    31-60 min 
2    6 to 30 min 
3    5 min or less 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

040 SB09031 Ask if 020b/FR309v=1-4. 
Read out response options. 

Do you think you are addicted to smoking?  Would you say . . . 
1    Not at all 
2    Yes -- somewhat addicted 
3    Yes -- very addicted 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

041 SB09041 Ask if 020b/FR309v=1 or 2. 
Read out response options. 

How hard is it to go without smoking for a whole day? Would you say… 
1    Not at all hard 
2    Somewhat hard 
3    Very hard 
4    Extremely hard 
5    Not sure - never tried 
7    Not Applicable 
8    Refused 

042 SB09051 Ask if 020b/FR309v=1-6. 
Read out response options. 

How often do you get strong urges to smoke? Would you say… 
1    Never 
2    Less than daily 
3    Daily 
4    Several times a day 
5    Hourly or more often 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 
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043a SB09221 Ask if 020b/FR309v=1-4. 
Thinking about the last month. That is, since [insert reference month] 

In the last month, have you stubbed out a cigarette before you finished it because you thought about the harm of 
smoking? 

1    Yes 
2    No 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

043b SB09226 Ask if 043a/SB221=1. 
Was that once, a few times, or lots of times? 

1    Once 
2    A few times 
3    Lots of times 

044a FR09481 Ask if 020b/FR309v=1-3. 
FR309v=1: In the last month, have you tried to cut down the number of smokes you have each day? 
FR309v=2-3: In the last month, have you tried to cut down the number of smokes you have? 

1    Yes 
2    No 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

044b FR09483 How many more do you think you would smoke if you were not trying to cut down? Would you say… 
1    One or two 
2    Several 
3    Lots 
4    It has not made much difference 

045a BR09341a Ask if 020b/FR309v=1-3. 
You mentioned that you mainly smoke factory-made cigarettes<FR333 or, FR326-ST337 if only one of these=1>. 
What brand of <FR333 or, FR326-ST337 if only one of these=1> do you usually smoke? 

Brand: _______ 
1    No brand (ChopChop) 
2    No usual brand 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

045b BR09341b And what variety of <BR341a> do you usually smoke? 
Variety:_______ 
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046a BR09703 Are you currently smoking this brand? 
1    Yes 
2    No 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

If response=1, go to 047a/SO221. 
046b BR09801a Ask if (no brand given at 045a/BR341a or QNU/BR231a) or (046a/BR703<>1). 

Select one from list, or write in at ‘other’ 
What are you currently smoking? 

Brand: _______ 
1    No brand (chop chop) 

046c BR09801b Variety:_______ 
047a SO09221 Ask if 020b/FR309v=1-3. 

Do not read checklist.  Select only one.  If respondent not clear, probe to find out what category they fit.  If can't 
determine, do not guess; record under 15=other.   
If respondent doesn't remember ANY DETAILS of last purchase, code "doesn't remember" (76) and skip to SO321.  If 
respondent doesn't remember place of last purchase, code as DK (99) and continue with next question. 
These next questions are about cigarette prices and where you get your cigarettes. 

Where did you last buy a pack of <BR731> for YOURSELF? 
01    Convenience stores, petrol stations, news stand,  kiosk, news agent, community store; Milk bar 
02    Supermarket, discount grocery shops, etc (e.g. Safeway, Coles, BiLo, Franklins, IGA) 
03    Bar, pub, restaurant, casino, game room, or other entertainment establishment 
04    Discount Tobacco Outlet Store  (e.g. Smoke & Save, Tobacco King, Cheap Cigarettes, Smoke Smart etc), 
tobacconist,  specialty tobacco shops 
05    Liquor store or bottle shop, 
06    Vending machine 
07    Duty free shop or from out of the country 
08    From a person selling cigarettes independently, perhaps at local markets, door-to-door, or just in the street 
(not from a shop or other mainstream establishment) 
09    From a friend or relative 
10    From somewhere else 
76    Doesn't remember any details of last purchase 
77    Not Applicable 
88    Refused 
99    Don't Know 

If response=15, go to 047b/SO221o. 
If response=76, go to 054/PU622. 
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If response=77, 88, or 99, go to QNU/PU611. 
Otherwise, go to 046a/BR703. 

047b SO09221o Ask if 047a/SO221=10. 
Where else did you last buy cigarettes or tobacco for yourself? 

Enter text response. 
047c BR09771 Was this in a plain brown pack? 

1    Yes 
2    No 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

048 PU09331 How much did you pay for that pack? 
Write in amount in dollars and cents ___________ 
"Pack" includes both packets and tins of smokes/tobacco 

049a PU09322 How many smokes are in a pack of this brand? 
01    10 
02    20 
03    25 
04    30 
05    40 
06    50 
07    200 
08    Other 
77    Not Applicable 
88    Refused 
99    Don't Know 

049b PU09322o Ask if 049a/PU322=9. 
What other number of cigarettes per pack? 

Enter number of cigarettes. 
050 PU09547 Ask if QNU/PU545=1. 

What sized pouch or tin did you buy? 
 
77    Not Applicable 
88    Refused 
99    Don't Know 

Enter number:_______grams 
051 PU09550 Ask if 020b/FR309v=1-3. 

About how many days does a pack usually last you? 
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7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

Answer must be 0 or greater: 
052 PU09200 Ask if 020b/FR309v=1-5. 

In the last month, have you bought a single cigarette? 
1    Yes 
2    No 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

053a PU09642 Ask if 020b/FR309v=1-3. 
Read out response options. 

How often, if at all, are you unable to buy smokes because you are out of money? Would it be… 
1    Most of the time 
2    For a few days each fortnight before pay day 
3    At least once a month 
4    Less often - once a month or less 
5    Never 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

053b PU09643 When this happens, do you smoke…: 
1    As much as usual? 
2    A bit less than usual 
3    A lot less than usual 
4    Not at all 

053c PU09604 Ask if 020b/FR309v=1-3. 
When this happens, how often are you given smokes? 

1    Never 
2    Almost never 
3    Sometimes 
4    Often 
5    Very often 
77    Not Applicable 
88    Refused 
99    Don't Know 

Choose One: 
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054 PU09622 Ask if smoking status=1-5. 
In the last 6 months, has there been a time when the money you spent on smokes resulted in not having enough money 
for household essentials such as food? 

1    Yes 
2    No 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

055 SO09813 In your community, are cigarettes used as stakes in gambling? 
1    Yes 
2    No 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

 ZF09300 SMOKELESS TOBACCO PRODUCTS 
056 SL09133 Ask all. 

Now some quite different questions.  Pituri and native tobaccos are traditional tobacco products that are still chewed by 
some people. 

Have you ever chewed any of these products? 
1    Yes 
2    No 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

057 SL09135 Have you chewed any pituri or native tobacco in the last year? 
1    Yes 
2    No 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

058a SL09134 Read out response options. 
How often do you chew Native tobacco or pituri. Would that be… 

1    Daily 
2    Less than daily, but at least once a week 
3    Less than weekly, but at least once a month 
4    Less than monthly 
5    Or have you stopped altogether? 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 
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058b SL09453 Ask all. 
Some people also chew tobacco bought from a store (log cabin). 

Have you ever chewed this type of tobacco? 
1    Yes 
2    No 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

059a SL09221 Ask all. 
Some people also chew tobacco bought from a store (log cabin). 

Have you chewed any tobacco bought from a store in the last 12 months? 
1    Yes 
2    No 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

059b SL09433 Ask if has chewed store bought tobacco in the last 12 months. 
How often do you chew this type of tobacco? Would that be... 

1    Daily 
2    Less than daily, but at least once a week 
3    Less than weekly, but at least once a month 
4    Less than monthly 
5    Or have you stopped altogether? 

Choose One: 
060 SL09471 What is the name of the product you chew? 

(write in) 
061a SL09306 Ask all who have chewed ANY product in the last 12 months (unless have stopped chewing these products 

altogether now) 
Do you think what you chew is less harmful to your health than smoking cigarettes? 

1    Yes 
2    No 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

061b SL09307 Is it a little or a lot less harmful than smoking? 
1    A little less 
2    A lot less 

061c SL09308 Is it more harmful or the same as smoking? 
1    More harmful 
2    The same 
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062 QA09101 Ask if 020b/FR309v=1-3. 
Have you ever tried to quit smoking? 

1    Yes 
2    No 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

If response=2-9, go to 068/DI241. 
063 QA09106 Ask if 062/QA101=1 or 020b/FR309v=4-6. 

How many times have you tried to quit smoking? 
 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

Answer must be 0 or greater: 
064a QA09221a Ask if smoking status=1-3. 

How long ago was your (last) quit attempt? 
[Enter number of days] 

 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

Enter response in units of time given by participant 
064b QA09221b Enter number of weeks. 
064c QA09221c Enter number of months. 
064d QA09221d Enter number of years. 
065a QA09111a QA106=1:  How long did you stay completely off the smokes for?  

QA106>1:  Of all the times you tried to quit smoking, what was the longest period you stayed completely off smokes for? 
(hours) 

 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

Enter number. 
065b QA09111b (days) 
065c QA09111c (weeks) 
065d QA09111d (months) 
065e QA09111e (years) 
066a QA09235a Ask if 020b/FR309v=1-3 and 063/QA106>1. 

How long did you stay of the smokes for, on the last time you tried to quit? 
(hours) 
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8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

Enter response in units of time given by participant 
066b QA09235b (days) 
066c QA09235c (weeks) 
066d QA09235d (months) 
066e QA09235e (years) 
066f QA09236v (Derived by survey firm: Days smokefree on most recent attempt.) 

Note:  For<24 hours, enter 0 days -- i.e. do not round up to 1 day. 
067 QA09671 Ask if 020b/FR309v=1-6. 

QA106=1: When you stopped smoking, did you stop suddenly or did you gradually cut down your smokes?  
QA106 >1: On your most recent quit attempt, did you stop smoking suddenly or did you gradually cut down your 
smokes? 

1    Stopped suddenly 
2    Cut down gradually 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

068 DI09241 Ask all. 
Think about the five closest family, friends or people that you often spend time with, not including children under 18 
years old. How many of these five people currently smoke? 

1    0 
2    1 
3    2 
4    3 
5    4 
6    5 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

Record number between 0 and 5. NA if unable to identify 5 close people. 
Enter number:_________ 
If response=7-9, go to QNU/DI232. 

069a DI09242A Ask if 068/DI241=3-6. 
In the last year, how many of them have talked about wanting to quit? 

1    0 
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2    1 
3    2 
4    3 
5    4 
6    5 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

069b DI09242b Ask if 068/DI241=2. 
Has this person talked about wanting to quit? 

070 DI09245 N.B. ‘Currently smoke’ includes both daily and less than daily smokers 
Now think about the closest (one) of these five family or friends 

Do they currently smoke? 
1    Yes 
2    No 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

Select NA if unable to identify one particularly close person 
071 DI09276 Ask if 020b/FR309v=1-3 and significant other does NOT smoke. 

DI241=1: Now think about the closest (one) of these family and friends, who does not smoke]. 
Has this person quit smoking? 

1    Yes, they have quit 
2    No, they never smoked 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

072 DI09249 Ask if 020b/FR309v=1-3 and 071/DI276=1. 
How long ago did this person quit smoking? Would that be…: 

1    Less than one month 
2    More than one month but less than 6 months 
3    More than 6 months but less than 1 year 
4    More than 1 year ago 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

Less than 6 months: that is, since <BI082>. 
Less than 12 months: that is, since <BI083>. 

073 DI09248 Ask if 020b/FR309v=1-3. 
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Does this person want you to quit? 
1    Yes 
2    No 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

074 BI09316 Ask all. 
Now some questions about your where you live. 
Thinking about other people living in your house. This may include a partner, children, other family or friends. 

Are there other adults who are 18 or over currently living in your house? 
1    Yes – there are other adults living in the house (at least most of the time) 
2    No -- other adults do not live in the house 
8    Refused 

N.B. If this varies, include only adults who slept in the house last night. 
075 BI09323 Ask all. 

Do any of these adults currently smoke? 
1    Yes 
2    No 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

Answer yes if some smoke and smoke do not. This refers to people living in the house at the time of the survey. 
‘Currently smoke’ includes both daily and less than daily smokers 

076 DE09816 Ask all. 
How many children under the age of 18 currently living in your household? 

 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

Answer must be 0 or greater: 
N.B. If this varies, include only children who slept in the house last night 
If response=7-9, go to 078/ET221. 

077 DE09831 Ask all. 
How many of these children are under 1 year of age? 

 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

(Record number>=1) _____ 
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 ZE09001 ENVIRONMENTAL TOBACCO SMOKE 
078 ET09221 Ask all. 

Read out response options. 
We are still thinking about where you live. 

Is smoking allowed inside your home? Would you say.. 
1    Yes - Smoking is allowed anywhere in your home 
2    Sometimes - Occasionally people will smoke in your home, or in some areas of your home 
3    No - Smoking is NEVER allowed ANYWHERE in your home 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

079 SS09400 Ask if 078/ET221=3. 
Do people (including visitors) sometimes smoke inside even though it is not allowed? Would you say… 

1    Yes 
2    Sometimes 
3    No 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

080a SS09401 Ask if 078/ET221=2. 
I am going to suggest some things that some people may find difficult when getting others to agree to smoke outside. 
Please answer yes, sometimes or no. 

Have you been uncomfortable telling elders or community leaders to smoke outside? 
1    Yes 
2    Sometimes 
3    No 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

080b SS09403 Have you been uncomfortable telling other visitors to smoke outside? 
080c SS09402 Have you been uncomfortable telling other household members to smoke outside? 
081 SS09430 Would it be possible to stop people smoking inside your home? 

1    Yes 
2    No 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 
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082 SS09433 If you tried to stop people smoking inside your home, would there be any exceptions you might need to make, eg. for 
some elders or visitors? 

1    Yes 
2    No 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

083a ET09621 Ask if 017/ET601=1. 
Read out response options. 
Now thinking about the smoking rules at your work. Would you say… 

1    Smoking is not allowed in any indoor area 
2    Smoking is allowed only in some indoor areas 
3    Smoking is allowed in any indoor areas 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

083b ET09908 Ask all. 
We are interested in your opinion on smoking bans.  
Please tell me whether you strongly agree, agree, neither agree nor disagree, disagree, or strongly disagree with each of 
the following statements: 

Smoking should be banned everywhere at Aboriginal Medical services, both indoors and outdoors 
1    Strongly agree 
2    Agree 
3    Neither agree nor disagree 
4    Disagree 
5    Strongly disagree 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

083c ET09907 Smoking should be banned indoors at Aboriginal Medical Services 
083d ET09906 Smoking should be banned indoors at other Aboriginal organisations 
083e ET09905 Smoking should be banned at outdoor events such as community festivals and sporting carnivals 

 ZK09601 KNOWLEDGE OF HEALTH EFFECTS and TOBACCO CONSTITUENTS 
084a KN09241 Ask all. 

I am going to read you a list of health effects and diseases that may or may not be caused by smoking.  Based on what you 
know or believe, does smoking cause . . . 

Lung cancer? 
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1    Yes 
2    No 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

084b KN09211 Heart disease? 
084c KN09220 Makes diabetes worse? 
084d KN09239 Low birthweight? 
084e KN09255 Asthma in children from secondhand smoke? 
085 LM09321 Ask all. 

Read out response options. 
Tobacco companies make what they call “regular strength” or “full-flavoured” cigarettes. They market these as being 
different from others called “Light” or “Mild”.  Do you think that “Light” cigarettes are more harmful or less harmful than 
regular strength cigarettes? Would you say… 

1    More harmful than regular cigarettes 
2    Equally harmful as regular cigarettes 
3    Less harmful than regular cigarettes 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

 ZW09201 WARNING LABELS 
086 WL09201 Ask if 020b/FR309v=1-4. 

Read out response options. 
Thinking some more about cigarette and tobacco packs. 

In the last month how often, if at all, have you noticed the warning labels on packs your smokes are sold in? Would you 
say… 

1    Never 
2    Rarely 
3    Sometimes 
4    Often 
5    Very often 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

087 WL09221 Ask all. 
Read out response options. 
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In the last month, have the warning labels stopped you from having a cigarette when you were about to smoke one?   
Would you say . . . 

1    Never 
2    Once 
3    A few times 
4    Many times 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

088a WL09421 Ask if 020b/FR309v=1-3. 
Read out response options. 

To what extent, if at all, do the warning labels on cigarette packs make you more likely to quit smoking? 
1    Not at all 
2    A little 
3    Somewhat 
4    A lot 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

088b WL09431 Ask if 020b/FR309v=4-5. 
To what extent, if at all, do the warning labels on cigarette packs make you more likely to stay quit? 

 ZU09001 ANTI-SMOKING CAMPAIGNS 
089 AD09231 Ask if 020b/FR309v=1-3. 

Read out response options. 
These next questions ask you to think about the last 6 months, that is since <BI082>. 

In the last 6 months, how often have you noticed cigarette or tobacco advertisements on shop windows or inside shops 
where tobacco is sold? 

1    Never 
2    Rarely 
3    Sometimes 
4    Often 
5    Very often 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

This would include advertising for cigarettes or displays of cigarette packets 
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Select NA if unable to see (vision impaired) 
090 AD09602 Ask if 020b/FR309v=1-6. 

Read out response options. 
Now, think about news stories that might have been on TV, radio, or in the newspapers. First, talking about news stories 
relating to smoking or tobacco companies. 
In the last 6 months, about how often, if at all, have you seen or heard: 

A news story about smoking or quitting? Would you say… 
1    Never 
2    Almost never 
3    Sometimes 
4    Often 
5    Very often 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

Select NA if unable to see or hear 
If response=1 or 7-9, go to 092/AD701. 

091 AD09603 Ask if 020b/FR309v=1-6. 
Read out response options. 
Now, think about news stories that might have been on TV, radio, or in the newspapers. First, talking about news stories 
relating to smoking or tobacco companies. 
In the last 6 months, about how often, if at all, have you seen or heard: 

A news story about smoking or quitting that has featured an Aboriginal person or a Torres Strait Islander person? Would 
you say… 

1    Never 
2    Almost never 
3    Sometimes 
4    Often 
5    Very often 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

092 AD09701 Ask if 020b/FR309v=1-6. 
Read out response options. 
Now I would like you to think about advertising or information. 

In the last 6 months how often, if at all, have you seen ads or information that talks about the dangers of smoking, or 
that encourages quitting? Would you say… 

1    Never 
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2    Almost never 
3    Sometimes 
4    Often 
5    Very often 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

Past 6 months: since <BI082>. 
Select NA if unable to see or hear 

093a AD09711 Ask if 092/AD701<>1. 
AD701=9: Here are some places you may have seen different types of advertising or information (that talk about the 
dangers of smoking, or encourage quitting)? 
AD701<>9: In what places have you seen these ads or information (that talk about the dangers of smoking, or encourage 
quitting)? 

On television? 
1    Yes 
2    No 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

093b AD09716 On radio? 
093c AD09755 On the internet, including social media sites eg Facebook 
093d AD09732 On outdoor billboards in the street? 
093e AD09731 In newspapers or magazines? 
093f AD09736 On [shop/ store] windows or inside [shops/ stores] where tobacco is sold? 
093g AD09746 In leaflets or pamphlets? 
093h AD09748 Posters or displays at your local health service? 
093i AD09750 Posters or displays at any other Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander community organisation you visited? 
093j AD09749 Posters or displays at any event for the local Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander community (e.g. festival, sports 

carnival)? 
094a AD09744 Ask if 020b/FR309v=1-6 who have seen any type of advertising or information in last 6 months. 

Thinking again about all of the advertising and information you have seen in the last 6 months that talks about the dangers 
of smoking, or encourages quitting. 

Did any of these ads or information feature an Aboriginal person or a Torres Strait Islander person or their artwork? 
1    Yes 
2    No 
7    Not applicable 
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8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

Past 6 months: since <BI082>. 
094b AD09745 (Did any of the ads or information feature) an Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander person from this community, or artwork 

from this community? 
095 BQ09225 Ask if 020b/FR309v=1-3. 

Read out response options. 
Now thinking about the past six months, that is since <BI082>. 

FR309v=1-3, 9: In the last month, has advertising or information about the health risks of smoking led you to think 
about quitting? 
FR309v=4: To what extent, if at all, has advertising or information about the health risks of smoking been a reason for 
your quit attempt? 
FR309v=5-6: To what extent, if at all, has advertising or information about the health risks of smoking helped you to 
stay off the smokes? 
In the last month, how often has advertising or information about the health risks of smoking led you to think about the 
harms of smoking, or think about quitting? Would you say… 

1    Not at all 
2    Somewhat 
3    Very much 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

096 SM09106 Ask if 020b/FR309v=1-6. 
There are a range of products containing nicotine that are sold to help people quit smoking, these are called nicotine 
replacement products. These include nicotine patches, nicotine gum, lozenges, tablets and inhalers. There are also stop 
smoking pills called Champix (varenicline) and Zyban (buproprion). 

Have you ever used any type of nicotine replacement therapy or other stop-smoking medications? 
1    Yes 
2    No 
3    Can't remember 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

097a SM09201 Ask if 096/SM106=1. 
(Do not read responses). 
What nicotine product or stop-smoking medication have you used? 

NRT: Nicotine gum. 
1    Mentioned 
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2    Not mentioned 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

We want the form of Nicotine e.g. gum, patch. We can’t use brand of nicotine product e.g. Nicorette. Prescriptions are 
shown with both brand and generic names. If respondent mentions a product not listed, ask them to explain wither it is 
either NRT or prescription. Use “other” only if medication cannot be classified as either NRT or prescription. 

097b SM09202 NRT: Nicotine patch. 
 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

097c SM09203 NRT: Nicotine lozenges. 
097d SM09204 NRT: Nicotine (sublingual) tablets. 
097e SM09210 NRT: Other nicotine replacement product (specify). 
097f SM09210o Ask if 097e/SM210=1. 

We are interested in their MOST RECENT use of medications FOR THE PURPOSE OF QUITTING SMOKING.  
We can’t use BRAND of nicotine product (e.g., Nicorette).  We want the FORM of NRT (e.g., gum, patch).  
Prescriptions are shown with both brand and generic names. 
If respondent mentions a product not listed, probe to classify as either NRT or prescription (see interviewer training notes).  
Use “other” only if medication cannot be classed as either NRT or prescription. 
"Quitting" refers to the first 3 months after they actually stopped smoking.  Anything beyond those first 3 months is 
considered to be "staying quit." 
Do not read out products, unless necessary.  Select all that apply. 
The last time you used medications TO QUIT SMOKING, which product or combination of  products did you use?  This 
includes both NRTs and prescription medications. 

Which other NRT have you used? 
This product or combination of products constitutes the respondent's referent for the follow-up questions. 

097g SM09212 Ask if 096/SM106=1. 
(Do not read responses). 
What nicotine product or stop-smoking medication have you used? 

Prescription: Champix (varenicline), 
1    Mentioned 
2    Not mentioned 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

097h SM09211 Prescription: Zyban (buproprion) 
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097i SM09215 Other prescribed stop-smoking medication (specify) 
097j SM09215o Ask if 097i/SM215=1. 

We are interested in their MOST RECENT use of medications FOR THE PURPOSE OF QUITTING SMOKING.  
We can’t use BRAND of nicotine product (e.g., Nicorette).  We want the FORM of NRT (e.g., gum, patch).  
Prescriptions are shown with both brand and generic names. 
If respondent mentions a product not listed, probe to classify as either NRT or prescription (see interviewer training notes).  
Use “other” only if medication cannot be classed as either NRT or prescription. 
"Quitting" refers to the first 3 months after they actually stopped smoking.  Anything beyond those first 3 months is 
considered to be "staying quit." 
Do not read out products, unless necessary.  Select all that apply. 
The last time you used medications TO QUIT SMOKING, which product or combination of  products did you use?  This 
includes both NRTs and prescription medications. 

Which other prescription medication have you used? 
This product or combination of products constitutes the respondent's referent for the follow-up questions. 

097k SM09220 Ask if 096/SM106=1. 
(Do not read responses). 
What nicotine product or stop-smoking medication have you used? 

Other medication (specify). 
1    Mentioned 
2    Not mentioned 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

If no NRT identified (none of 99a-e checked), ask SM220 again to prompt response. 
097l SM09220o Ask if 097k/SM220=1. 

We are interested in their MOST RECENT use of medications FOR THE PURPOSE OF QUITTING SMOKING.  
We can’t use BRAND of nicotine product (e.g., Nicorette).  We want the FORM of NRT (e.g., gum, patch).  
Prescriptions are shown with both brand and generic names. 
If respondent mentions a product not listed, probe to classify as either NRT or prescription (see interviewer training notes).  
Use “other” only if medication cannot be classed as either NRT or prescription. 
"Quitting" refers to the first 3 months after they actually stopped smoking.  Anything beyond those first 3 months is 
considered to be "staying quit." 
Do not read out products, unless necessary.  Select all that apply. 
The last time you used medications TO QUIT SMOKING, which product or combination of  products did you use?  This 
includes both NRTs and prescription medications. 

Which other stop-smoking medication have you used? 
This product or combination of products constitutes the respondent's referent for the follow-up questions. 

098 SM09329 Ask if 020b/FR309v=1-4 and any of 097a/SM201-SM210=1. 
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Are you still using [referent NRT medication(s)]? 
1    Yes 
2    No 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

099a SM09302a When did you last use such products (nicotine replacement therapy products)? 
(days ago) 

 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

099b SM09302b (weeks ago) 
099c SM09302c (months ago) 
099d SM09302d (years ago) 
100a SM09330a Ask if 020b/FR309v=1-6 and 099a/SM302<1 year. 

SM329=2: How long did you use it for? 
SM329=1: How long have you used it for? 

(days) 
 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

100b SM09330b (weeks) 
100c SM09330c (months) 
101a SM09311 Ask if 020b/FR309v=1-6 and 099a/SM302<1 year. 

Where did you get it? 
Pharmacy 

1    Mentioned 
2    Not mentioned 

Do not read out responses – confirm with category below before selecting answer (prompt [Response to question q1b] or 
other health service if required) 

101b SM09308 Aboriginal Medical Service 
101c SM09307 Other local health service 
101d SM09306 Ordinary store 
101e SM09305 From a friend or family 
101f SM09317 Was it free? 

1    Yes 
2    No 
7    Not applicable 
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8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

102 SM09357 Ask if 020b/FR309v=1-3. 
none of SM201-SM210=1: Would you be interested in using any nicotine replacement products to help you quit 
smoking in future?  
SM329=2-9: Would you use nicotine replacement products again in future quit attempts? 
SM329=1: Will you continue to use nicotine replacement products to help you stay quit in future? 

1    Yes 
2    No 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

103 NR09315 Ask if 020b/FR309v=1-6 and none of 097a/SM201-SM210=1. 
(Do not read responses – choose one that best applies) 

What is the main reason that you have never used nicotine replacement therapy? 
01    Haven’t heard of nicotine replacement therapy 
02    Not interested in quitting, or not ready to quit 
03    Don’t think it will work 
04    Availability 
05    Side-effects 
06    Cost 
07    Medical advice not to use 
08    Prefer not to use NRT 
09    Other reason 
88    Refused 
99    Don't know 

104 SM09269 Ask if 020b/FR309v=1-6 and any of 097g/SM212-SM215=1. 
None of SM201-SM210=1: You mentioned you have used stop-smoking medications. 
Any of SM201-SM210=1: You mentioned you have also used stop-smoking medications. 

Are you currently using any type of stop-smoking medication? 
1    Yes 
2    No 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

N.B. Currently using means use in the last 24 hours 
105a SM09144a Ask all smokers and ex-smokers quit 12 months or less if previous prescribed stop smoking medication use 

Smoking status 1-4, 9: When did you last use any?   
Smoking status 5-6: You mentioned you have used prescribed stop smoking medication(s). When did you last use any? 

(days) 
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77    Not Applicable 
88    Refused 
99    Don't Know 

Smoking status 4-6 go to Q112 
105b SM09144b (weeks) 
105c SM09144c (months) 
105d SM09144d (years) 
106 SM09358 Ask if 020b/FR309v=1-3. 

None of SM212-SM215=1: Would you be interested in using prescribed stop smoking pills to help you quit smoking in 
future?  
SM269=2-9: Would you use nicotine replacement products again in future quit attempts? 
SM269=1: Will you continue to use prescribed stop smoking pills to help you stay quit in future? 

1    Yes 
2    No 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

107 NR09585 Ask if 020b/FR309v=1-6 and none of 097g/SM212-SM215=1. 
(Do not read responses – choose one that best applies) 

What is the main reason that you have never used any type of prescribed stop smoking medication? 
01    Haven’t heard of it before 
02    Not interested in quitting or not ready to quit 
03    Don’t think it will work 
04    Availability 
05    Cost 
06    Side-effects 
07    Medical advice not to use 
08    Prefer to not use prescribed stop smoking medications 
09    Other reason 
88    Refused 
99    Don't know 

108 SM09359 Ask all. 
Do you think stop smoking medications help smokers to quit? Would you say… 

1    Yes - a lot 
2    Yes - a bit 
3    No 
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8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

 ZC09301 CESSATION HELP 
109 CH09801 Ask all. 

This section will talk about health services you may have been to. Thinking about health professionals you have seen over 
the last year, that is since <BI083>. This includes Aboriginal Health Workers, doctors, nurses, or any other health 
professionals 

Have you visited any health professional at all in the last year? 
1    Yes 
2    No 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

110 CH09807 Ask if 109/CH801=1. 
In any of these visits (in the last year): 

Were you asked whether or not you currently smoke? 
1    Yes 
2    No 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

111 CH09811 FR309v=1-3: Were you encouraged to quit smoking? 
FR309v=4-6: Were you encouraged to quit smoking, or congratulated for not smoking? 

1    Yes 
2    No 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

112a CH09610 Ask all who received health professional encouragement. 
Do not read answers. Check all that apply. 
FR309v=1-3: What type of health professional encouraged you to quit smoking? 
FR309v=4-6: What type of health professional congratulated you for not smoking or encouraged to quit smoking? 
FR309v=7-8: What type of health professional congratulated you for not smoking? 

Doctor 
1    Mentioned 
2    Not mentioned 

112b CH09611 Nurse 
112c CH09612 Aboriginal Health Worker or Community Worker (excluding workers with a major focus on smoking) 
112d CH09613 Tobacco Worker or somebody with a major focus on smoking 
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112e CH09614 Other health professional, including dentist, pharmacist, allied health 
113 CH09616 If only one of CH610-CH614=1: Was this <insert response from CH610-CH614> from an Aboriginal Medical Service or 

other health service (or both)? 
If more than one of CH610-CH614=1: Were the <insert responses from CH610-CH614> from an Aboriginal Medical 
Service, other health service, or both? 

1    Aboriginal Medical Service 
2    Other health service 
3    Both (only if more than one response to question above) 

Option three relevant if more than one selection to (116) checked only 
114a CH09817 Ask if 111/CH811=1 and QNU/CH917<>1 and QNU/CH973<>1. 

On any visit to the doctor or other health professional in the past 12 months, did you receive pamphlets or brochures on 
how to quit? 

1    Yes 
2    No 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

114b CH09617 Did you read this information? 
If response=2-9, go to 115a/CH864. 

114c CH09619 Was it specifically for Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander people? 
115a CH09864 Were you given information about quit smoking websites? 

If response=2-9, go to 116a/CH860. 
115b CH09632 Did you look up this website? 
115c CH09633 Was it specifically for Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander people? 
116a CH09860 Were you given a referral to Telephone or Quitline service? 

If response=2-9, go to 117a/CH868. 
116b CH09642 Did you use this service? 
116c CH09643 Was it specifically for Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander people? 
117a CH09868 Were you given a referral to a local quit program or course or group or special clinic at this <insert AMS>? 

If response=2-9, go to QNU/CH872. 
117b CH09654  
117c CH09652 Did you go to this group/appointment? 

If response=2-9, go to QNU/CH872. 
117d CH09653 Was this service specifically for Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander people? 
118 CH09670 Ask if 020b/FR309v=1-6. 

This question is still thinking about the last year, that is since <BI083>. 
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FR309v=1-3 and encouraged to quit (115b=1): In the last 12 months, apart from the information or referrals that 
may have been provided by the <CH610-CH614> , have YOU sought out any information or quit services to help you to 
quit smoking? 
FR309v=1-3 and not encouraged to quit (114=2-9, 115a=2-9, OR 115b=2-9): In the last 12 months, have YOU 
sought out any information or quit services to help you to quit smoking? 
FR309v=4-6 and encouraged to quit: In the last 12 months, apart from the information or referrals that may have 
been provided Have you sought out any information or quit services to help you quit smoking (independently of 
assistance from a health professional)? 
FR309v=4-6 and not enouraged to quit (114=2-9, 115a=2-9, OR 115b=2-9): In the last 12 months, have you 
sought out any information or quit services to help you quit smoking (independently of assistance from a health 
professional)? 

1    Yes 
2    No 

119a CH09671 Do not read answers. Check all that apply. 
What type of information or support/s did YOU access? 

Pamphlet or book on how to quit smoking 
If say support from family or friends, mention that we will talk about this further in a minute, and ask if any other types of 
information or support were sought out 

119b CH09672 Quit smoking website 
119c CH09673 Telephone, Quitline, or text messaging service 
119d CH09674 Local quit program of course or group or special clinic at<insert AMS> 
119e CH09675 Local quit program or course or group or special clinic run by other organisation 
120 CH09679 If only one of CH671-CH675=1: Was this quit support specifically for Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander people? 

If more than one of CH671-CH675=1: Were these quit supports specifically for Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander 
people? 

1    Yes 
2    No 

‘Quit support’ means the information and/or services identified in CH670-CH674. 
If response=2, 8, or 9, go to QNU/CH869. 

121a CH09681 Ask if more than one of 119a/CH671-CH675=1 and 120/CH679=1. 
Do not read answers. Check all that apply. 
Which of the quit supports were specifically for Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander people? 

Pamphlet or book on how to quit smoking 
1    Mentioned 
2    Not mentioned 

121b CH09682 Quit smoking website 
121c CH09683 Telephone, Quitline, or text messaging service 
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121d CH09684 Local quit program of course or group or special clinic at<insert AMS> 
121e CH09685 Local quit program or course or group or special clinic run by other organisation 
122 CH09689 Ask if 020b/FR309v=1-6. 

FR309v=1-3: Have family or friends provided support or encouragement to quit? 
FR309v=4-7: Have family or friends provided support or encouragement to stay off the smokes? 

1    Yes 
2    No 

 ZO09201 PSYCHOSOCIAL: BELIEFS ABOUT SMOKING, MODERATORS 
123a PS09219 Ask if 020b/FR309v=1-3. 

We are also interested in your thoughts about smoking and quitting. 
Please say whether you strongly agree, agree, neither agree nor disagree, disagree, or strongly disagree with the following 
statements. 

You spend too much money on cigarettes. 
1    Strongly agree 
2    Agree 
3    Neither agree nor disagree 
4    Disagree 
5    Strongly disagree 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

123b PS09250 Ask if 020b/FR309v=4-6. 
Since you quit you have more money. 

Go to 124b/PS253. 
124a PS09217 Ask if 020b/FR309v=1-3. 

We are also interested in your thoughts about smoking and quitting. 
Please say whether you strongly agree, agree, neither agree nor disagree, disagree, or strongly disagree with the following 
statements. 

Smoking calms you down when you are stressed or upset. 
1    Strongly agree 
2    Agree 
3    Neither agree nor disagree 
4    Disagree 
5    Strongly disagree 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
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9    Don't know 
124b PS09253 Ask if 020b/FR309v=4-6. 

You can now cope at least as well with stress as you did when you were smoking. 
124c PS09246 Ask all. 

Non-smokers miss out on all the good gossip/ yarning 
124d PS09247 Ask if 020b/FR309v=4-8. 

FR309v=4-7: Smokers exclude you from things because you are a non-smoker now 
FR309v=8: Smokers exclude you from things because you are a non-smoker 

124e PS09248 FR309v=4-7: You are pressured by smokers to take up smoking again 
FR309v=8: You are pressured by smokers to take up smoking 

124f PS09220 Ask if 020b/FR309v=1-6. 
FR309v=1-3: You enjoy smoking. 
FR309v=4-6: You enjoyed smoking. 

 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

124g PS09223 Ask if 020b/FR309v=1-3. 
Smoking is an important part of your life. 

124h PS09251 Ask if 020b/FR309v=4-6. 
Your life is better now that you no longer smoke. 

124i PS09249 Ask all. 
Smoking is part of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander culture 

124j PS09232 Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander community leaders where you live disapprove of smoking 
124k PS09233 Mainstream society disapproves of smoking 
124l PS09231 Ask if 020b/FR309v=1-6. 

FR309v=1-3: There are fewer and fewer places where you feel comfortable about smoking. 
FR309v=4-6: There are fewer and fewer places where you would feel comfortable about smoking. 

124m PS09255 Ask all. 
Being a non-smoker sets (smoking status 1-3: would set) a good example to children 

 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

124n PS09213 Cigarette smoke is dangerous to non-smokers. 
124o PS09316 Cigarette smoke is dangerous to children 
124p PS09257 Ask if 020b/FR309v=1-3. 
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You worry about the effect of smoking on your personal health 
124q PS09215 Ask if 020b/FR309v=1-6. 

If you had to do it over again, you would not have started smoking. 
124r PS09317 Ask all. 

Smoking is no more risky than lots of other things that people do. 
124s PS09313 Health experts say smoking causes more harm than I think it does 
124t IN09311 The government should do more to tackle the harm done to Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people caused by 

smoking 
125 BQ09149 Ask if 020b/FR309v=1-3. 

Do you want to quit smoking? 
1    Yes 
2    No 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

126 BQ09153 Read out response options. 
How much do you want to quit smoking? 

1    A little 
2    Somewhat 
3    A lot 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

127 BQ09141 Ask if 020b/FR309v=1-3. 
Read out response options. 

Are you planning to quit smoking . . . 
1    Within the next month 
2    Within the next 6 months 
3    Sometime in the future, beyond 6 months 
4    Or are you not planning to quit? 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

If response=1, go to QNU/BQ146. 
If response=2 or 3, go to 126/BQ153. 
If response=4, go to 125/BQ149. 
Otherwise, go to QNU/BQ155. 
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128 BQ09121 Ask if 020b/FR309v=1-6. 
Read out response options. 

FR309v=1-3 and BQ141=1-3: You mentioned you want to quit smoking [time frame from BQ141] How easy or hard 
will it be for you to quit smoking? Would you say… 
FR309v=1-3 and BQ141=4-9: How easy or hard would it be to quit smoking if you wanted to?  Would you say… 
FR309v=4: You mentioned you quit smoking [time frame from QA442v] ago. How easy or hard will it be to stay quit? 
Would you say… 
FR309v=5-6:  You mentioned you have been quit for [time frame from QA442v], How easy or hard has it been to stay 
quit? Would you say… 

1    Very easy 
2    Somewhat easy 
3    Neither easy nor hard 
4    Somewhat hard 
5    Very hard 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

129a BQ09353 Ask all current smokers and ex-smokers <=12 months quit (smoking status 1-6) IF quit attempt in last 5 years 
(062/QA101=1 AND q. 64 < 5 years) 
FR309v=1-3, 9: Think about things that made your last quit attempt difficult. 
FR309v=4: Think about things that are making your current quit attempt difficult. 
FR309v=5-6: Think about things that make it difficult to quit. 

FR309v=1-6, 9: Did you get strong cravings for smokes? 
FR309v=4: Do you get strong cravings for smokes? 

1    Yes 
2    No 

129b BQ09354 FR309v=1-6, 9: Was it hard to say no when offered a smoke by family and friends? 
FR309v=4: Is it hard to say no when offered a smoke by family and friends? 

129c BQ09355 FR309v=1-6, 9: Was it hard to be around people who smoke? 
FR309v=4: Is it hard to be around people who smoke? 

129d BQ09357 FR309v=1-6, 9: Did you miss the time out that you get when having a smoke? 
FR309v=4: Do you miss the time out that you get when having a smoke? 

 ZR09201 PERCEIVED RISK 
130 PR09101 Ask all. 

Read out response options. 
Now I'd like to ask you some questions about your health. 
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In general, how would you describe your health?  Is it . . . 
1    Poor 
2    Fair 
3    Good 
4    Very good 
5    Excellent 
8    Refused 

131 PR09311 Ask if 020b/FR309v=1-6. 
Read out response options. 

To what extent, if at all, has smoking damaged your health? Would you say… 
1    Not at all 
2    Just a little 
3    A fair amount 
4    A great deal 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

132 PR09313 Read out response options. 
How worried are you, if at all, that smoking WILL damage your health in the future? 

1    Not at all worried 
2    A little worried 
3    Moderately worried 
4    Very worried 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

133 BQ09301 Ask if 020b/FR309v=1-6. 
Read out response options. 

Smoking status=1-3:   How much do you think you would benefit from health and other gains if you were to quit 
smoking permanently in the next 6 months?    
Smoking status=4-5:   How much do you think you would benefit from health and other gains if you were to continue 
not to smoke? 

1    Not at all 
2    Slightly 
3    Moderately 
4    Very much 
5    Extremely 
8    Refused 
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9    Don't know 
134 DI09705 Ask all. 

Think about how many times in the past year when you had more than [5(male)/4(female)] alcoholic drinks within a two-
hour period. 

How often did you do this within the past year? Would that be… 
1    Almost every day 
2    More than once a week 
3    About once a month 
4    Less often/A few times a year 
5    Never 
8    Refused 

Use pictorial aid from standard drinks guide. 
135 DI09310 Ask all. 

I will now ask you some questions about your happiness and how well you are coping with things in your life. It would be 
important for our information if you can answer these questions. Please let me know if you are uncomfortable answering 
any particular question and I will skip to the next one. 

Are you satisfied with your life? Please say whether you agree or disagree. 
1    Agree (yes) 
2    Disagree (no) 

136a DI09503 Ask all. 
During the last month, have you often been bothered by little interest or pleasure in doing things? 

1    Yes 
2    No 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

136b DI09504 During the last month, have you often been bothered by feeling down, depressed, or hopeless? 
137 DI09311 Ask all. 

I am now going to ask you a few questions about your experience of stress and how you have been feeling in the last 6 
months.  Your choices are never, almost never, sometimes, often or very often. 

How often have you felt that you were unable to control the important things in your life? Would you say? 
1    Never 
2    Almost never 
3    Sometimes 
4    Often 
5    Very often 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 
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138 DI09326 Ask all. 
I am now going to ask you a few questions about your experience of stress and how you have been feeling in the last 6 
months.  Your choices are never, almost never, sometimes, often or very often. 

How often have you felt difficulties were piling up so high that you could not overcome them? Would you say… 
1    Never 
2    Almost never 
3    Sometimes 
4    Often 
5    Very often 

139 DI09520 Ask all including non-smokers – unless response category ≥ 3 to any of 141-144 
In the last 6 months, have you received any professional support to help with stress or personal problems? 

1    Yes 
2    No 

140 DE09640 Ask all. 
In the last 12 months, how often have you felt that you have been treated unfairly because you are [Aboriginal/ Torres 
Strait Islander]? 

1    All of the time 
2    Most of the time 
3    Some of the time 
4    A little of the time 
5    None of the time 

 ZA09600 DEMOGRAPHICS 
141a DE09648 Do you speak language(s) other than English in the home? 

1    Yes 
2    No 

141b DE09649 Ask all. 
Select all that apply. 
What languages other than English do you speak? 

Yes -- An Aboriginal language 
141c DE09650 Yes -- A Torres strait Islander language 
141d DE09651 Yes -- Other (specify) 
141e DE09651o Specify other language: 
142 DE09311 Ask all. 

What is the highest level of formal education that you have completed? 
1    Primary school 
2    Some high school (no certificate) 
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3    Completed high school 
4    Technical or Tafe 
5    Some university (no degree) 
6    Completed university degree 
7    Post-graduate degree 
8    Refused 

143 DE09315 Ask all. 
Are you currently studying? 

1    Yes 
2    No 

144 WH09280 Ask all. 
Is your home owned outright or being purchased by anyone in your household? 

1    Yes 
2    No 

145 BI09902 That is the end of the survey. 
146 AI09644 Ask if 020b/FR309v=1-6. 

We would like to interview you again in about 1 year.  If you are happy for us to contact you again next year this would be 
useful for the outcomes of the Project. The survey wil be a little shorter next time, and we will pay you again. 
You can also choose to complete the survey by telephone or internet if this is an option for you. 

Would you be prepared to talk to us again?  (You can choose to say yes or no now, and if you agree you can also change 
your mind and say no when we contact you again). 

1    Yes 
2    No 

If answer=2 (no), go to 157 
147a DE09701 Thank you. Can we get contact details from you? 

Postal Address 
(if no participant cannot be part of smoking cohort. Skip to 157) 

147b DE09710 Phone number (home) 
147c AI09554 Phone number (mobile) 
147d AI09551 Phone number (work) 
148 AI09520 We have also found it helpful in recontacting people to obtain the name and phone number of one or two people who do not 

live with you, such as a close friend or relative, who can help us in case we are having trouble contacting you. 
Could you please provide the name and phone number of that person for you? 

1    Yes – one other person 
2    Yes – two other people 
3    No 

If response=3, go to 151a/AI495. 
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149a AI09525 Ask if QNU/AI522=1. 
Record name and phone number of new contact. 
Enter name. 

149b AI09526 Enter phone number. 
150a AI09527 Ask if QNU/AI522=1. 

Record name and phone number of 2nd new contact. 
Enter name. 

150b AI09528 Enter phone number. 
151a AI09495 Select all that apply. 

Another way of contacting you could be by e-mail, facebook, or skype. Be assured that we would use it only to get it touch 
with you in 12 months time, in case your phone number has changed. We would keep all e-mail addresses or usernames 
confidential and would not pass them on to anyone outside this project. You will always be able to unsubscribe at any time.  
If you have access to e-mail, facebook or skype, would you like to be contacted this way? 

Yes –- e-mail 
1    Yes 
2    No 

151b AI09496 Yes –- facebook 
151c AI09497 Yes --skype 
151d AI09513 Ask if 151a/AI495=1. 

E: mail address: 
151e AI09561 Ask if 151b/AI496=1. 

Facebook username: 
151f AI09564 Ask if 151c/AI497=1. 

Skype username: 
151g AI09655 We want to make the follow-up interviews as convenient as possible.  We are looking at alternative ways of conducting the 

survey. 
Which of the following would best suit you: 

1    Doing the interview face to face like we have just done 
2    Doing it over the phone (if phone) 
3    Doing it as a survey over the internet (if internet) 
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